Comments on: Merge PDF with PDFsam v3
Split and merge PDF files, free and open source
	By: Andrea Vacondio
In reply to &lt;a href=&quot;https://blog.pdfsam.org/pdf-merge/merge-pdf-with-pdfsam-v3/1121/#comment-1099&quot;&gt;Tutvid&lt;/a&gt;.

Hi,
just released the first beta.
	By: Tutvid
I&#039;ve been waiting for v3 release, is this still in effect? Thanks for your hard work.
	By: MANUEL
Complimenti per il Vs software, fantastico!.
Lo uso per lavoro e devo dire che è ottimo, unica pecca quando si uniscono più di un centinaio di pagine le &quot;spagina&quot; ma per il resto perfetto!.
Grazie mille
	By: inza
ciao andrea, il software è FANTASTICO continuate così!! 
aspetto con ansia la v3
	By: Andy
Hello  Andrea, thanks for very usable program.
I use PDFsam more than two years. Sometimes, when I split or rotate PDFs, Adobe Reader can not show some of pages. I See the white sheet and Reader says: &quot;Insufficient data for an image&quot;. Before modifying that pages with PDFsam, they opened correctly. Could you say me how to fix it? If necessary, I can send you examples of that pdfs.
Thank you.
	By: Andrea Vacondio
In reply to &lt;a href=&quot;https://blog.pdfsam.org/pdf-merge/merge-pdf-with-pdfsam-v3/1121/#comment-1094&quot;&gt;Alex&lt;/a&gt;.

To check if there is an update available, more or less like any other application. You can disable it in the Settings panel.
	By: Alex
Why the hell does your application needs to access the internet?
	By: Raymond Rider
Just a thought. I am using this to merge MS Word 2010 documents as this functionality does not exist in Word. I export each document as a PDF and use PDFsam to merge the separate files. However, it would be great to have PAGE NUMBERING on the merged document. As it is, MS WORD can have page numbering on each separate document. BUT, there is no number for the merged document.
	By: Open
What a joke - forced install of search / security tools does&#039;t say open source to me! Fair enough to have the option but not to force them on the user!
	By: Tôny
Thank you so much for the very useful tool. Keep going on :D

